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Introduction 

 
This Infrastructure Management Procedure Manual (hereinafter referred to as this manual) 
describes the infrastructure management procedure for constructing a system (playback data 
collection system, hereinafter referred to as this system) that aggregates playback data on 
Synology's DiskStation DS220. 

 

Objects of this manual 

This manual covers the following scope of this system. 
・ Setting methods for outputting camera data from NW cameras to a NAS for aggregation or a 

NW camera-dedicated NAS 
・ Setting methods for sending backup files and variable logs from Omron machine 

automation controller NX502-1X00 (NX5) to the aggregation NAS 
・ Setting methods for aggregating backup files and variable logs output from NX5 to the 

aggregation NAS and camera data stored in the aggregation NAS or NW camera-dedicated 
NAS 

This manual does not cover the following ranges in this system. 
・ Default settings for NAS for consolidation and NW camera-specific NAS 
・ Installing Python (Version 3.8.12) on the Aggregation NAS 
・ Default settings for NW cameras 
・ How to set up for sending camera data out trigs from NX5 to NW 

 

Precautions for use 

Before using this system, fully confirm that the expected results can be obtained in your 
environment. Omron does not guarantee the operation of NAS. 
 

Trademarks 

・ AXIS, AXIS COMMUNICATIONS, ETRAX, ARTPEC and VAPIX are registered 
trademarks or trademark applications of Axis AB in various jurisdictions. 

Also, the company names and product names shown in the document are trademarks or 
registered trademarks of the respective companies. 
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Terminology and notation 

 
The following terms are used in this document: 
 
Term Definitions 

Playback data Generic term for backup files, variable logs, and camera data 
Script Script file for executing aggregation in this system 
Script configuration file Script configuration file 
NX5 Machine automation controller targeted by this system 
NW Camera Network camera 
NAS for aggregation NAS for aggregating playback data 
NW camera-specific 
NAS 

NAS for storing camera data for NW cameras 

NAS Generic term for NAS for consolidation and NW cameras 
NW equipment Switching hubs and routers to build each block on the same network 
Backup file Project backup files that NX5 exports 
Variable Log Variable log files output by NX5 
Camera data Group of camera data from NW cameras 
Trigger Input sent from NX5 to NW 
WinPC Windows10 OS PC for infrastructure management 

FTP 
File Transfer Protocol 
Communication Protocol Used in File-Transfer Between NX5 and Aggregation NAS 

SMB 
Server Message Block 
Communication protocols used for file transfer between NAS and between NAS and 
NW cameras 
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Related materials 

 
The related documents in this document are organized as shown below. See also. 
 

Document number Document name 
W639-E NJ/NX-series CPU Unit Automation Playback User's Manual 
W641-E Automation Playback Camera control sample program INSTRUCTIONS 
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1 System configuration 

 

1-1-1 Equipment used 

This manual explains the system configuration using the following devices. 
 

Block Equipment used 
NAS for aggregation Synology's DiskStation DS220+ 

(FW versioning 7.1.1-42962 Update 1) NW camera-specific NAS 
NW Camera AXIS M5525-E made by Axis Communications Corporation 
NX5 Omron's machine automation controller type NX502-1X00 
NW equipment PoE compatible switching hub 
WinPC Windows10 OS PC (device name not applicable) 

 
 

1-1-2 Basic System Configuration 

NX5 and one NW camcorder are connected on the same network. This is a basic configuration 
for the consolidation NAS. 
In addition, a NAS(NW camera-specific NAS for accumulating camera data outputted from NW 
cameras) can be added to the configuration. 
In addition, any number of NX5, NW cameras and NW camera-dedicated NAS can be selected. 
Since this system handles large-capacity data, it is recommended that the system be constructed 
based on the following performance as a guideline. 
⚫ Ethernet line rate: 1Gbps 
⚫ Write performance of NAS where NW cameras store camera data: 100～200MB/s 
 

1-1-3 Communication specifications between blocks 

The communication method and data contents between each block are as follows. 
 

Between blocks Communication method Communication data 
Aggregation NAS↔NX5 FTP 

Create a FTP Site on the Aggregation NAS and 
NX5 Transferring Files 

Backup file 
Variable Log 

Intensive NAS↔NW cameras SMB 
Create a SMB share directory on the aggregation 
NAS and NW outputs the file. 

Camera data 
 

NW camera-dedicated NAS↔NW 
camera 

SMB 
NW camera-specific NAS to create SMB shared 
directories and NW cameras output files 

NAS↔NW camera-dedicated NAS 
for consolidation 

SMB 
NW on a camera-only NAS to create a SMB 
shared directory. Aggregation NAS aggregates 
files. 

NX5↔NW Camera NX5 sends camera data out trigs to NW cameras Trigger 
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1-1-4 Sample system configuration 

Examples of the system configuration are as follows. 
 

● Sample Playback Data Aggregation in a Single NAS 

The configuration consists of one NX5, one NAS for consolidation, and one NW camera. 
These cameras are connected on the same network. 
The backup file output by NX5 on the aggregation NAS, the variable log, and the camera data 
output by NW camera on the aggregation NAS are aggregated. 
 

 
 

● Sample Playback Data Aggregation Using Multiple NW Camera-Only NAS 

The configuration consists of one NX5, one NAS for consolidation, two NW camera-dedicated 
NAS, and three NW cameras connected on the same network. 
NX5 consolidates the backup files and variable logs printed on the consolidation NAS and 
NAS for consolidating the camera data accumulated in NW camera-dedicated NAS. 
 

 

 

 

NW Camera For consolidation 

NAS 

NX5 

Camera 

Data 

Trigger 

 

NW equipment 

Camera 

Data 
Backup file 

Variable Log 
 
 

NW Camera For consolidation 

NAS 

NX5 For NW 

cameras only 

NAS 

NW Camera 

NW Camera 

Camera 

Data For NW 

cameras only 

NAS 

 

Camera 

Data 

Camera 

Data 

Camera 

Data 

PoE 

 

NW equipment 

Trigger 

Trigger 

Legend:   Ethernet access   Data flow     Command with NX5 

Legend:   Ethernet access   Data flow     Command with NX5 
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● Sample Playback Data Aggregation Using Several NX5 

Construction in which NAS (1 unit), NX5 (2 units), NW camera (2 units) and NW camera (3 
units) are connected on the same network. 
The backup files and variable logs output by NX5 on the aggregation NAS and the camera data 
output by NW camera on the aggregation NAS are aggregated. 
 
 

 
 

 

1-1-5 Camera for checking the operation of this system 

The operation of this system has been checked using the following cameras. However, operation 
is not guaranteed by Omron. 

 
 

 

Type OS Version Shape Maximum resolution Max. fps 
AXIS M3085-V 11.4.63 Dome type 1920×1080 25/30 
AXIS M3086-V 11.4.63 2688×1512 25/30 
AXIS M3115-LVE 10.12.166 1920×1080 25/30 
AXIS M5075-G 11.4.63 PTZ 1920×1080 50/60 
AXIS M5525-E 8.40.19 1920×1080 25/30 
AXIS P1245 9.80.28 Sensor/Unit 

separate type 
1920×1080 25/30 

AXIS P1275 9.80.28 1920×1080 25/30 
AXIS P1375 10.12.166 Box type 1920×1080 50/60 

11.4.63 

NW Camera NX5 

  NW equipment 

Backup 

file 

Variable 

Log 
 
 

PoE 

 PoE 

 

Camera 

Data 

Backup file 

Variable Log 

  
  

For consolidation 

NAS 

NX5 Backup file 

Variable Log 

  
  

NW Camera Camera 

Data 

Trigger 

Trigger 

Legend:   Ethernet access   Data flow     Command with NX5 
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2-11 PC settings for environment construction 

 
Because DiskStation DS220+ does not have an interface, such as a display or keyboard, you 
must change the settings from another computer on the same network. 
This manual uses a Windows10 PC (WinPC) as a computer for infrastructure management, and 
configures settings from the dedicated NAS setting software. 
Perform the following steps when WinPC is connected to an Internet-connected NW device. 
 

 

2-1-1 Installing NAS Configuration Software 

 

■ Downloading the Installer 

Visit the download site by clicking URL below. 
https://www.synology.com/en-us/support/download/DS220+?version=7.1#utilities 
 
Select [Download] from Synology Assistant. 

 
 

WinPC 

 

Internet 

NW 
equipment 

https://www.synology.com/en-us/support/download/DS220+?version=7.1#utilities
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Select [Download] in Windows(exe). 

 
 

■ Run the installer.  

Right-click the downloaded installer and select [Run as administrator] to run the installer. 
 

 
 Then select [Next]. 

 
 

 

Installer files 
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Select [I Agree]. 

 
Select [Install]. 

 
When the installation is completed, the following screen is displayed. 
Select [Finish] to exit the installer. 
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2-1-2 Network settings 

To connect WinPC to NAS, NW cameras and configure settings, you must configure the 
network settings so that the network is the same. 
The following is an example when "192.168.0.5" is set for IP and "255.255.255.0" is set for the 
subnet mask.  
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2-22 Configuring NAS 

 
Use NAS configuration software from WinPC to configure NAS. 
Power up NAS by connecting LAN1 at the back of NAS to your NW device and follow these 
steps: 
 

 
NAS to be connected must have user-defined settings and LAN port-1 networking settings in 
advance. 
In this manual, the following steps are described with NAS set as shown below. 
 

Preset items Set value 
Server name APB2 
User name APB 
IP address 192.168.0.21 

Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 

 

2-2-1 Connect to NAS 

NAS selection window is displayed when Synology Assistant is executed. 
Double-click to select the connected NAS. 

 
 

For 
consolidation 

NAS 

 NW equipment 

WinPC 

LAN 
Port 1 
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WEB browser starts and NAS login screen appears. 
Select the user name to be set in [User Name], and select [→]. 

 
 
Enter the password in [Password] and select [→]. 

 
After you have successfully logged in, NAS desktop. window appears. 
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2-2-2 To set timezone 

NAS time zone must be the same as NX5. 
To set the time zone, perform the following steps: 
 
Open the Control Panel and select [Regional Options]. 

 
Select the time zone pull-down to set the same time zone as NX5. 
The following shows an example of setting the Eastern time (GMT +05:00) in the time zone. 
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Select [Apply] to apply the time zone settings. 
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2-2-3 Configuring SMB Sharing Directories 

Create shared directories from NW cameras and make them NAS for NW cameras and SMB 
shared directories to allow camera data to be aggregated from NAS for NW cameras and from 
NAS for aggregate cameras. 
 
Select [Control Panel] and select [Shared Folder] from the list. 

 
Select the [Create] tab and select [Create Shared Folder] from the pull-down menu. 

 
 
Enter any directory name in [Name]. 
This directory name is used for external access. 
The following example shows how to set "apb_tmp" in [Name]. 
Then select [Next]. 
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Then select [Next]. 

 
Then select [Next]. 

 
Then select [Next]. 
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Select [Apply]. 
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2-2-4 Configuring FTP 

To enable the transfer of backup files and variable logs from NX5 to the aggregation NAS, 
enable FTP. 
This makes the shared directory the base directory where the backup files and variable logs to be 
transferred from NX5 in FTP are located. 
 
Select [File Services] on the control panel. 
The setting window is switched. Then, select the [FTP] tab. Select the [Enable FTP service (No 
encryption)] checkbox. 
Then, select [Apply]. 

 
 

2-2-5 How to set NW camera-dedicated NAS (optional) 

Set 2-2-1, 2-2-2, 2-2-3, and 2-2-5 for each NW camera-dedicated NAS when setting NAS as a 
NW camera-dedicated NAS. 
However, NW camera-dedicated NAS must be set to a IP address that differs from other NAS 
and devices. 
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2-3 Building the Script Execution Environment 

 
To run the script on an aggregation NAS, you must install a script-dependent Python library from 
the internet. 
This manual uses WinPC to configure NAS for aggregation from NAS configuration software. 
Connect LAN port-2 on the back of NAS to an Internet-connected NW device and perform the 
following steps. 
 

 
After logging in to the aggregation NAS from NAS setting software, select [Network] → 
[Network Interface] from the control panel. Check that LAN2 status is [Connected]. 
Next, select [Edit]. 

 
 
Select the [Set as default gateway] checkbox, and then select [OK]. 

For 
consolidation 

NAS 

WinPC 

LAN 
Port 1 

 NW 
equipment 

 NW 
equipment 

LAN 
Port 2 

Internet 
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Select the [General] tab. Clear the [Manually configure DNS Server] check box, and then 
select [Apply]. 

 
 

2-3-1 Installing Python Library 

■ Enable SSH servicing 

To install Python library, SSH must be accessing the aggregation NAS from an external 
computer and executing command. 
In this document, you enable SSH servicing from the configuration on NAS for aggregation for 
accessing from WinPC. 
 
Select [Terminal and SNMP] on the control-panel. 
The setting window is switched. Then, select [Terminal] and select [Enable SSH service]. 
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■ Installing the Library 

Launch a command prompt on WinPC and visit it in SSH. 
 

 
Install pip to install the library. 
Execute the following command. 
 

 
If the home directory does not exist, you cannot install python library by pip. 
Therefore, python needs to install libraries in any directory by using venv, which is a mechanism 
for building libraries of different versions in the directory. 
The following is an example of creating a directory to install the library in the directory 
("/volume1/apb_tmp/Script") where the script is to be placed. 
 
Execute the command below to create an installation directory, and then move to Script 
directory. 
 

 
Install venv by executing the command below. 
 

 
Set the installation directory for the virtual environment created by executing the following 
command. 
 

 
Execute and enable the following command to use python built in the python_venv. 
 

 
Run the command below to refresh pip prior to installing the library. 

Sudo python3 -m pip install --user virtualenv 

Ssh APB@192.168.0.21 
 

Cd /volume1/apb_tmp/ 
Sudo wget https://bootstrap.pypa.io/get-pip.py 
Sudo python3 get-pip.py 

Mkdir -p Script/python_venv 
Cd Script 

Python3 -m venv python_venv 

Source python_venv/bin/activate 
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Execute the following command to install the required libraries. 
 

 
This completes the installation of the associated libraries. 
Disconnect LAN 2 on the back of the aggregation NAS from the internet-connected NW device. 
 

 

2-3-2 Script Set and Placement 

Place the scripts and script configuration files in any directories on the aggregation NAS. 
Script configuration files are files that contain various settings required for script execution and 
are imported when the script is executed. 
The script configuration file must be located in the same directory as the script on the 
aggregation NAS. 
The file names are as follows: 
File type File name 
Script configuration file Settings.py 
Script Pbdata_collection.py 
 

■ Parameter list of script setting file 

Set the script configuration file settings according to your system configuration. 
The script configuration file consists of the parameters to be set for each NX5 and the parameters 
to be set for each NW cameras. 
 

For 
consolidation 

NAS 

 NW 
equipment 

WinPC 

LAN 
Port 1 

Python3 -m pip install --upgrade pip 

Python3 -m pip install pysmb tzlocal watchdog python-dateutil moviepy 
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The following parameters can be set in the script configuration file. 
For each path setting, use "/" as a delimiter to represent the directory hierarchy. 
 

NXConfig = [ 
  { 'nx5_ip_addr'  : '', 
   'save_path'   : '', 
   'ftp_log_path'  : '', 
   'ftp_bak_path'  : '', 
   'latest_bak_path' : '', 
   'bak_enable'  : , 
   'retry_sec'   : , 
   'camera'   :[ 
         { 'serial_name' : '', 
          'camera_name' : '', 
          'smb_enable' : , 
          'smb_ip_addr' : '', 
          'smb_user'  : '', 
          'smb_password' : '', 
          'smb_shared_dir': ", 
          'path'   : '' 
         } 
        ] 
  } 
 ] 

Setting for each N
X

5 

Settings for N
W

 C
am

era 
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Parameter name Type Description 
NXConfig Framework 

Array 
If there is more than one NX5, create as many arrays as 
there are NX5 separated by commas (,) 

 Nx5_ip_addr Character 
string 

IP addressname of NX5 (unused parameter) 

Save_path 
[Destination path] 

Character 
string 

Setting the absolute path of the directory to which files are 
aggregated 

Ftp_log_path 
[Variable-log FTP pass] 

Character 
string 

Setting the absolute pathname of the directory where 
variable-logging is transferred in FTP from NX5 
Must be consistent with NX5 transfer-destination path 
setting 

Ftp_bak_path 
[Backup file FTP path] 

Character 
string 

Setting the absolute path of the directory to which backup 
files are transferred in FTP from NX5 
Must be consistent with NX5 transfer-destination path 
setting 

Latest_bak_path 
[Latest backup file save path] 

Character 
string 

Set the absolute path of the directory where the most recent 
backup file transferred to the ftp_bak_path is stored. 
Copy the backup file saved here to Proj directory in the 
aggregation destination directory 

Bak_enable Logic Setting Whether to Aggregate Backup Files 
Set True to enable, set False to disable 
Must be consistent with NX5 backup file save settings 

Retry_sec Numerical 
value 

Set the wait time before re-aggregation [sec] 
If the camera data to be aggregated does not exist at the 
time of aggregation, the camera waits for this amount of 
time from the aggregation time, and then checks the 
camera data again. 

Camera Framework 
Array 

If there are more than one NW camera, create only the 
number of NW cameras by separating the array with 
commas (,) 

 Serial_name Character 
string 

Setting the serial number of NW 
Aggregate camera data with matching serial number 

Camera_name 
[Camera Name] 

Character 
string 

Any camera name for identifying a NW camera 

Smb_enable Logic Set True if the camera-data to be aggregated is stored in 
NW dedicated NAS or False if it is stored in the 
aggregation NAS. 

Smb_user Character 
string 

NW camera-dedicated NAS username 
If the smb_enable is True, additional parameter items must 
be added and set. 

Smb_password Character 
string 

NW camera-specific password 
If the smb_enable is True, additional parameter items must 
be added and set. 

Smb_shared_dir Character 
string 

Shared Directory Names of NW Camera-Only NAS 
If the smb_enable is True, additional parameter items must 
be added and set. 

Path 
[Camera Data Path] 

Character 
string 

If the camera data is saved in NW camera-specific NAS 
(smb_enable is True), set the directory under SMB shared 
directory name. (If it is directly below, set to empty) 
If camera-data is stored in the aggregation NAS 
(smb_enable is False), set the absolute path of the 
directory. 
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■ Example for Parameter Setting of Constant Speed 

● Sample settings for outputting camera data to the aggregation NAS 

 

 
 

Equipment IP address Directories (SMB) Directories (FTP) 

NW Camera 

(Serial Number B8A44F78EB4D) 

192.168.250.90 ― ― 

NAS for aggregation 192.168.250.10 /volume1/apb_tmp /volume1/apb_tmp/Script 

NX5 192.168.250.30 ― ― 

 
The following are the required setting items and setting examples of the script setting file in this 
configuration. 
 

 

NXConfig = [ 
  { 'nx5_ip_addr' : '192.168.250.30', 
   'save_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/save', 
   'ftp_log_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script', 
   'ftp_bak_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/Proj', 
   'latest_bak_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/latest', 
   'bak_enable' : True, 
   'retry_sec'  : 10, 
   'camera'   :[ 
         { 'serial_name' : 'B8A44F78EB4D', 
          'camera_name' : 'Cam1', 
          'smb_enable' : False, 
          'path'   : '/volume1/apb_tmp' 
         } 
        ] 
  } 
 ] For the aggregation NAS 

Set local path 

 

  

Backup file 

Variable Log 

  
  

NW Camera 

(B8A44F78EB4D) 

  

For consolidation 

NAS 

NX5 

Camera 

Data 

PoE 

  

NW equipment 

Trigger 
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Legend:   Ethernet access   Data flow     Command with NX5 

 
 

● Setting when camera data is outputted to NAS for NW camera 

 

 
 
 

Equipment IP address Directories (SMB) Directories (FTP) 

NW Camera 

(Serial Number B8A44F78EB4D) 

192.168.250.90 ― ― 

NW camera-specific NAS 192.168.250.10 apb_tmp ― 

NAS for aggregation 192.168.250.20 ― /volume1/apb_tmp/Script 

NX5 192.168.250.30 ― ― 

The following are the required setting items and setting examples of the script setting file in this 
configuration. 
 
 

NW Camera 

(B8A44F78EB4

D) 

  

For NW 

cameras only 

NAS 

For consolidation 

NAS 

NX5 

  NW equipment 

PoE 

  

Camera 

Data 
Camera 

Data 

Backup file 

Variable Log 

Trigger 

On a NW 

camera-ded

icated NAS 

Configure 

SMB 

Sharing 

Directories 

NXConfig = [ 
  { 'nx5_ip_addr' : '192.168.0.39', 
   'save_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/save', 
   'ftp_log_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script', 
   'ftp_bak_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/Proj', 
   'latest_bak_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/latest', 
   'bak_enable' : True, 
   'retry_sec'  : 10, 
   'camera'   :[ 
         { 'serial_name' : 'B8A44F78EB4D', 
          'camera_name' : 'Cam1', 
          'smb_enable' : True, 
          'smb_ip_addr'    : '192.168.0.21', 
          'smb_user' : 'APB', 
          'smb_password' : 'Omron', 
          'smb_shared_dir' : 'apb_tmp', 
          'path' : " 
         } 
        ] 
  } 
 ] 
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● Setting when two NW cameras are outputting camera data to a NAS dedicated to NW cameras 

 

 
 
 

Equipment IP address Directories (SMB) Directories (FTP) 

NW Camera ① 

(Serial Number B8A44F78EB4D) 

192.168.250.90 ― ― 

NW Camera ② 

(Serial Number B8A44F78EB4E) 

192.168.250.91 ― ― 

NW camera-specific NAS 192.168.250.10 apb_tmp ― 

NAS for aggregation 192.168.250.20 ― /volume1/apb_tmp/Script 

NX5 192.168.250.30 ― ― 

 

NW Camera ① 

(B8A44F78EB4

D) 

For NW 

cameras only 

NAS 

For consolidation 

NAS 

NX5 

  NW equipment 

PoE 

  

Camera 

Data 

Camera 

Data 
Backup file 

Variable Log 

  
  

NW Camera ② 

(B8A44F78EB4

E) 

Camera 

Data 

Trigger 

Trigger 
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NXConfig = [ 
  { 'nx5_ip_addr' : '192.168.250.30', 
   'save_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/save', 
   'ftp_log_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script', 
   'ftp_bak_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/Proj', 
   'latest_bak_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/latest', 
   'bak_enable' : True, 
   'retry_sec'  : 10, 
   'camera'   :[ 
         { 'serial_name' : 'B8A44F78EB4D', 
          'camera_name' : 'Cam1', 
          'smb_enable' : True, 
          'smb_ip_addr'    : '192.168.250.10', 
          'smb_user' : 'smbuser', 
          'smb_password' : 'smbpassword', 
          'smb_shared_dir' : 'apb_tmp', 
          'path' : " 
         }, 
         { 'serial_name' : 'B8A44F78EB4E', 
          'camera_name' : 'Cam2', 
          'smb_enable' : True, 
          'smb_ip_addr'    : '192.168.250.10', 
          'smb_user' : 'smbuser', 
          'smb_password' : 'smbpassword', 
          'smb_shared_dir' : 'apb_tmp', 
          'path' : " 
         } 
        ] 
  } 
 ] 

NW camera① setting 

 

NW Camera ② Settings 
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● Example of Setting With Two NX5 

 

 
 
 
Equipment IP address Directories (SMB) Directories (FTP) 

NW Camera ① 

(Serial Number B8A44F78EB4D) 

192.168.250.90 ― ― 

NW Camera ② 

(Serial Number B8A44F78EB4E) 

192.168.250.91 ― ― 

NAS for aggregation 192.168.250.10 /volume1/apb_tmp /volume1/apb_tmp/Script 

NX5① 192.168.250.30 ― ― 

NX5② 192.168.250.40 ― ― 
 

NW Camera ① 

(B8A44F78EB4

D) 

NX5① 

  NW 

equipm

ent 

PoE 

  

Camera 

Data 

Backup file 

Variable Log 

  
  

For 

consolidatio

n 

NAS 
NX5② Backup file 

Variable Log 

  
  

NW Camera ② 

(B8A44F78EB4

E) 

Trigger 

Trigger 

Camera 

Data 
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The following are the required setting items and setting examples of the script setting file in this configuration. 
 
 

NW Camera ② 

Settings 

  

NX5① Setting 

  

NX5② Setting 

  

NXConfig = [ 

  { 'nx5_ip_addr' : '192.168.250.30', 

   'save_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/NX5_1/save', 

   'ftp_log_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/NX5_1', 

   'ftp_bak_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/NX5_1/Proj', 

   'latest_bak_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/NX5_1/latest', 

   'bak_enable' : True, 

   'retry_sec'  : 10, 

   'camera'   :[ 

         { 'serial_name' : 'B8A44F78EB4D', 

          'camera_name' : 'Cam1', 

          'smb_enable' : False, 

          'path'        : '/volume1/apb_tmp' 

         } 

        ] 

  }, 

  { 'nx5_ip_addr' : '192.168.250.40', 

   'save_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/NX5_2/save', 

   'ftp_log_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/NX5_2', 

   'ftp_bak_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/NX5_2/Proj', 

   'latest_bak_path' : '/volume1/apb_tmp/Script/NX5_2/latest', 

   'bak_enable' : True, 

   'retry_sec'  : 10, 

   'camera'   :[ 

         { 'serial_name' : 'B8A44F78EB4D', 

          'camera_name' : 'Cam2', 

          'smb_enable' : False, 

          'path'        : '/volume1/apb_tmp' 

         } 

        ] 

  } 

 ] 

NW camera① 

setting 
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2-3-3 Setting Up Script Autorun 

Create a batch file to run the scripts so that the scripts can run automatically when NAS for 
aggregation is started. 
 

■ Creating a Script Execution Batch File 

Create a "apb.sh" file in any directory on the aggregation NAS with the following content: 

 
The/volume1/apb_tmp/Script is the directory where the scripting is located. It must be changed 
to suit your environment. 
 

Note 
 

 We recommend that you create the "apb.sh" file by logging in to NAS for aggregation. 

If you transfer a file created with a Windows PC text editor, the startup by [Task 

Scheduler] described later may not work properly due to an unintended line feed. 

 

■ Auto Run Configuration at Startup 

Select [Task Scheduler] on the control panel. 
The setting screen is switched. Then, select the [Create] tab and select [Triggered Task] → 
[User-defined script]. 

 
 

#!/bin/bash 
Cd /volume1/apb_tmp/Script 
Source python_venv/bin/activate 
Python pbdata_collection.py 

Apb.sh description 
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Enter a name of your choice in [Task], enter the user name you want to set in [User], and select 
[Boot-up] in [Event]. 
 

Select the [Task Settings] tab. Enter the absolute apb.sh path in [User-defined script], and then 
select [OK]. 
The following is a sample setting when apb.sh is placed in/volume1/apb_tmp/Script. 

 

2-3-4 Restarting NAS for Aggregation 

Restart NAS for aggregation because the scripting will be executed automatically from the next 
startup. 
The aggregation NAS can be restarted by selecting [Restart] from the list displayed by selecting 
[People Type Icon] in the upper-right corner of the screen. 
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2-4 NW Camera Settings 

 
To configure NW settings, you must configure settings from other computers on the same 
network. 
This manual uses WinPC to configure settings from WEB browsers. 
Connect your NW to NW device and do the following: 
 

 
Note that NW connected must have networked settings in advance. 
This manual explains how to set NW as shown below. 
 

Preset items Set value 
User name Root 
IP address 192.168.0.90 
Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 

 

2-4-1 Connect to NW camera. 

Start WEB browsers (such as Microsoft Edge) and IP NW in the address bar. 
Enter the path. 
Enter your username and password to sign in because access requires you to sign in. 

 

For 
consolidation 

NAS 

NW Camera 

 NW 
equipment 

WinPC 
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2-4-2 To set timezone 

The time zone of NW camera must be set to the same setting as NX5. 
To set the time zone, perform the following steps: 
 
Select [Settings]. 

 
The menu is displayed as shown below. 
Then select the [System] tab and select [Date and time]. 
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You can select the time zone by selecting the [Time zone] pull-down menu. 

 
 
When the time zone is determined, a pop-up set you to save is displayed, and you can save the 
settings. 
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2-4-3 Event Creation 

To configure NW camera to send trigs to send camera data, create events (action rules). 
The setting of the event must match the setting of NX5. 
 

■ Event creation method 

Select the [System] tab and select [Events]. 

 
 
Select [Add...]. 
 

 
An example of setting up an event is shown below. 
When you configure the desired settings and select [OK], the event is registered. 
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● Trigger FW/BW 

This setting is for outputting the camera data at the previous and next times from the timing when 
the trig is sent to NW camera. 
 

 
Large item Parameter item Set value Description 

General Name Pre_post_trigger Optional name to identify the event 
Condition Trigger Input Signal Trigger method to receive 

Set this to trigger reception from NX5 Virtual Inputs 
1 Receive port number 

Must match NX5 set 
Start condition only TRUE When multiple triggers are received, processing is not 

performed even if a trigger is received until the first 
event is terminated. 

Schedule Always(No Schedule) Schedule on which to run the event 
Always enable events 

Actions Type Record Video Setting for saving camera data 
Stream profile Collect_profile 

(Profile created) 
Allows you to specify a configuration profile for saving 
videos 
For details, refer to "Setting the Profile." 

Duration Pre-trigger time TRUE 
20 

When While the rule is active is FALSE, this sets how 
long the camera-data will be saved from the trigger 
reception timing to how many seconds ago. 
Must match NX5 set 
In this example, 20 seconds is set. 

While the rule is active FALSE Saves the camera data while the receive trig value is 
active 

Post-trigger time TRUE 
10 

When While the rule is active is FALSE, this sets how 
long the camera-data will be saved from the trigger 
reception timing to how many seconds ago. 
Must match NX5 set 
In this example, 10 seconds are set. 

Storage Network Share Set the save destination of camera data. 
Must be set to save to NAS 
See 2-4-5 for how to set the save destination. 
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Note 
 

 Depending on the camera model and the subject, it may not be possible to save the 

camera data as set in Pre-trigger time. 

The remedies in this case are as follows. 

⚫ NW is used for continuous recording. 

➢ At this time, set the camera data to be subdivided and saved with the file division 

option (described later) of NW camera. For example, divide every 10 seconds. 

⚫ In this system, only the camera data of the period corresponding to the variable log is 

collected. 

➢ In this system, among the camera data subdivided in the previous section, 

camera data for a period corresponding to the variable log is collected and 

combined into one camera data. 

➢ For example, if 5-minute camera data is divided every 10 seconds, it combines 

5-minute camera data into one file and collects it in the directories specified in 

the script sets. 

⚫ Periodically delete camera data that is continuously recorded. 

➢ Set to automatically delete the recorded data in the camera data output 

destination setting of NW camera. For example, the maintenance period is one 

day. 
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● Start/save trigger method 

This setting outputs camera data from the timing when a trigger is sent to NW camera until the 
next trigger is received. 

 

 
Large item Parameter item Set value Description 

General Name Start_save_trigger Optional name to identify the event 
Condition Trigger Input Signal Trigger method to receive 

Set this to trigger reception from NX5 Virtual Inputs 
2 Receive port number 

Must match NX5 set 
Start condition only FALSE When multiple triggers are received, processing is not 

performed even if a trigger is received until the first 
event is terminated. 

Schedule Always(No Schedule) Schedule on which to run the event 
Always enable events 

Actions Type Record Video Setting for saving camera data 
Stream profile Collect_profile 

(Profile created) 
Allows you to specify a configuration profile for 
saving videos 
For details, refer to "Setting the Profile." 

Duration Pre-trigger time FALSE When While the rule is active is TRUE, you can 
specify the duration of saving the data from the first 
trigger reception timing to the previous second. 
It is disabled in this example. 

While the rule is active TRUE Saves the camera data while the receive trig value is 
active 

Post-trigger time FALSE When While the rule is active is TRUE, you can 
specify the duration of how many seconds after the 
second triggered receive is timed. 
It is disabled in this example. 

Storage Network Share Set the save destination of camera data. 
Must be set to save to NAS 
See 2-4-5 for how to set the save destination. 
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The event is enabled by checking the check box to the left of the registered event. 
 

 

■ Profile Settings 

You can set the video format of the camera data and save it individually as a profile setting. 
The following parameters can be set as a setting example. 
 

 
Item No. Parameter item Description 

① Profile name Optional name to identify the profile 

② Video encording Video Encoding Sets 

Set H.264 

 

2-4-4 File division saving method (option) 

①  ② 
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To divide the camera data to be saved at a specific time interval, the following settings must be 
made. 
 
Select [Plain config] in the [System] tab. 
When you select [Recording] from the list of plain sets, the screen for changing settings is 
displayed on the right side of the list. 
You can save the settings by entering any number of seconds for [Default split duration] and 
selecting [Save]. 
In the following, it is set to 10 seconds. 
To activate the setting, you need to restart NW cameras. 

 
 

2-4-5 Setting of output destination of camera data 

Configure network storage settings to send camera data from NW cameras to NAS for 
aggregation or NW cameras. 
Select the [System] tab and select [Storage] to display the setting screen. 
Select the [Setup] button in [Network Storage]. 
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Enter IP address of NAS to be set as the destination in [Host], enter the shared directory name in 
[Share], and select the toggle switch for [The share requires login]. 
Next, in [Username] and [Password], enter the user name and password that were set in NAS to 
be set as the destination. 
When you have finished entering the settings, select [Connect]. 

 
When [Okay] is displayed, you are connected.  
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Then set the duration of the recorded data. Click [v] next to [Server]. 

 
In this system, the recorded data of the time zone related to the variable log is copied to the area 
specified in the script setting file among the recorded data output by the camera to [Share] set 
here. If there is no use for recorded data other than playback with the automation playback 
function, you can shorten the duration of recorded data in [Share] so that you can secure the 
storage space of NAS. 

 
This completes NW camera-setting procedure. 
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Disconnect WinPC from thenetwork. 

 
 

2-4-6 How to set the second and subsequent NW cameras 

When adding NW cameras, perform 2-4-1 to 2-4-5 for NW camera. 
However, you must set NW camera's IP address. This differs from other NW cameras and 
equipment. 

For 
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2-5 NX5 connection 
 

Connect NX5 to the same network to which the devices are connected and start up. 
When NX5 forwards the variable log to FTP website in the aggregation NAS (FTP server 
specified in the script setting file of this system), this system operates. 
Various NX5 settings must be set in advance. 
 

 

2-5-1 Transferring Project Backup Files from NX5 to NAS 

Of the sample programs, refer to the program POU of ProjectUpload. Change the following 
defaults to suit your aggregation NAS(FTP server). 

 

2-5-2 Transferring Variable Logs from NX5 to NAS 

Of the sample programs, refer to the program POU of VarLogUpload. Change the following 
defaults to suit your aggregation NAS(FTP server). 

 

For 
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// Initialize target FTP server setting 
IF P_First_RunMode OR UP_Q THEN 
 // [TODO] Initialize parameters 
 FTPAddr.Adr := '192.168.250.10'; // [TODO] IP address of FTP server 
 FTPAddr.UserName := 'ftpuser'; // [TODO] User name of FTP server 
 FTPAddr.Password := 'ftppassword'; // [TODO] Password of FTP server. The characters "A-Z”, “a-z”, “0-9”, “-”, “.”, “_” are usable. 
 F_PATH:='apb_tmp/PRJ'; // [TODO] The name of target directory for saving backup files. 

 : (Omitted hereinafter) 

// Initialize target FTP server setting 
IF P_First_RunMode OR UP_Q THEN 
 // [TODO] Initialize parameters 
 FTPAddr.Adr := '192.168.250.10'; // [TODO] IP address of FTP server 
 FTPAddr.UserName := 'ftpuser'; // [TODO] User name of FTP server 
 FTPAddr.Password := 'ftppassword'; // [TODO] Password of FTP server. The characters "A-Z”, “a-z”, “0-9”, “-”, “.”, “_” are usable. 
 F_PATH:='apb_tmp/Script/VarLog1'; // [TODO] The name of target directory for saving variable log files. 

: (Omitted hereinafter) 
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3-1 File structure to be aggregated 

 
The file structure of the playback data to be aggregated in the script of this system is as follows. 
Files that contain time information (timestamps) are replaced with symbols. 
 

Symbol Definitions 
YYYY Expresses four digits of a year 
MM Expresses two digits of the month 
DD Expresses two digits of the day 
HH Expresses two digits at the time 
Mm Expresses the second digit of a minute 
SS Expresses two digits of second 

 

3-1-1 Backup file 

Backup files are backups of NX5 project files. 
It is transferred in FTP from NX5 to NAS for aggregation. 
To perform aggregation, you must match the settings of the destination on NX5 with the settings 
of the backup file FTP path in the script configuration file. 
 
There are three backup files as follows. 
 

File name Overview 
NXBackup.dat Backup file 
RestoreCommand.ini 

Backup information file 
AutoloadCommand.ini 

 

3-1-2 Variable log (variable log file) 

The variable log (variable log file) is a file in which changes in the variables managed by NX5 
are output as a variable log in the form of time series data. 
It is transferred in FTP from NX5 to NAS for aggregation. 
Aggregation requires matching the destination sets you configure on NX5 with the variable-log 
FTP paths in the script configuration file. 
 
The variable log contains the following two files. 
The names of the two files before the extension are identical. 
 

File name Overview 
VL_YYYYMMDDHHmmSS.bin Variable log file 
VL_YYYYMMDDHHmmSS.ini Variable log information file 

 

3-1-3  Camera data 

Camera data are video files and meta data output by NW cameras. 
NW camera outputs NAS for consolidation or SMB to NW camera-specific NAS. 
For aggregation, NW camera destination sets must match the camera data path in the script 
configuration file. 
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The format of the video to be outputted (encoding, frame rate, length, etc.) must be set by NX5 
and NW. 
"SERIALNAME" is a serial number that is set uniquely for NW camera. 
"TOKENID" is a video token ID that is set every time NW camcorder executes an outputevent of 
camera data. 
 
When NW camera is set to divide camera data, a set of movie files and meta data will be output 
for each set of specified divide times. 
Video files and metadata have the same name before the extension. 
 

Directory file name Overview 
Axis-SERIALNAME/ Directories for each camera 
 YYYYMMDD/ Time directory 

 HH/ 
 YYYYMMDD_HHmmSS_TOKENID_SERIALNAME/ Directory for each output event of camera data 

 YYYYMMDD_HH/ Directory for each time 
 YYYYMMDD_HHmmSS_TOKENID.mkv Movie file 

YYYYMMDD_HHmmSS_TOKENID.xml Metadata 
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3-2 File structure to aggregate to 

 
The playback data aggregated by the script of this system is output directly under the directory of 
the aggregation destination path set in the parameter setting file. 
The file configuration is as follows: 
"CAMNAME" is the cameraname set in the script setting file. 
Files that contain time information (timestamps) are replaced with symbols. 
 

Symbol Definitions 
YYYY Expresses four digits of a year 
MM Expresses two digits of the month 
DD Expresses two digits of the day 
HH Expresses two digits at the time 
Mm Expresses the second digit of a minute 
SS Expresses two digits of second 

 
Directory file name Overview 

Aggregate path/ Directory set in the destination path 
 YYYYMMDDHHmmSS/ Directory for storing aggregated playback data 

The directory name is the same as the time 
information in the variable log. 

 Proj/ Directory for backup files 
If the backup file is not activated, it will not be 
created. 

 NXBackup.dat Backup files transferred from NX5 
Backup files that have not been transferred will not 
be placed 

RestoreCommand.ini 
AutoloadCommand.ini 

VL_YYYYMMDDHHmmSS.bin Variable Logs Transferred from NX5 
VL_YYYYMMDDHHmmSS.ini 
CAMNAME_YYYYMMDDHHmmSS.mkv Video file that combines video files from camera 

data within the aggregation period 
If there are multiple cameras, only the number of 
cameras is created. 
The time information of the file name is the same as 
the time information of the variable log. 

CAMNAME_YYYYMMDDHHmmSS.xml CAMNAME_YYYYMMDDHHmmSS.mkv 
meta-data 
If there are multiple cameras, only the number of 
cameras is created. 
The time information of the file name is the same as 
the time information of the variable log. 
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3-3 Script Operating Specifications 

 
The operating specifications of this system's script are as follows. 
 

3-3-1 Starting conditions 

The scripting is started by starting NAS for aggregation. 
 

3-3-2 Stop condition 

The script stops when the aggregation NAS stops or when an error occurs that causes the script to 
not continue during execution. 
If you restart the scripting, you must restart NAS for aggregation. 
 

3-3-3 Operation status file 

To inform you of the script's operational state, the script creates an operational state file in the 
same directory as the script. 
In addition to the operation status, an error log detected during operation is recorded in the 
operation status file. 
The following four types of operation status files are created. 
Either running.log or stopped.log is created, depending on how the scripting is running. 
 

File name Description 
Running.log Created if the script is running 
Stopped.log Created when the script detects and stops an error that prevents it from proceeding. 

Running_bak.log This is the rename of running.log output during the previous scripting operation. 
Stopped_bak.log Renamed stopped.log generated during the previous scripting operation 

 

3-3-4 Error code 

An error code and error details are recorded in the error log that is recorded in the operation 
status file. 
The details of the error and the operation of the script when an error is detected are as follows. 
 

Error code Error description Operation when an error occurs 
001 Script configuration file does not exist The script stops. 
002 A mandatory parameter is not set in the script configuration file, or 

a syntax error 
The script stops. 

003 Accessing the Camera Data Path Set in the Script Configuration 
File Fails at Script Startup 

The script stops. 

004 Creating/Deleting/Moving/Copying Directories and Files Fails 
During Script Operation 

The script stops. 

005 Other errors detected The script stops. 
101 Receive different variable logs when variable log 2 files of the same 

time are not aligned 
Script will not stop 
No aggregation is performed 

102 Failed to open the variable log file or the format is incorrect. Script will not stop 
No aggregation is performed 

202 There is already a timestamp directory created on the destination 
path. 

Script will not stop 
Delete existing directories and perform 
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aggregation 
203 The backup file is enabled in the script configuration file, but the 

backup file is not transferred, or 3 files are not present. 
Script will not stop 
Perform aggregation on transferred 
backup files only 

204 Cannot access the camera's video save destination directory during 
consolidation 

Script will not stop 
Conduct aggregation, but 
Camera data is placed in the aggregation 
destination path up to the time that can 
be aggregated 
Does not combine camera data 

205 No file to be aggregated for the required time in the camera data 
path 

Script will not stop 
Conduct aggregation, but 
Camera data will be combined up to the 
aggregated time. 

206 Coupling fails due to corruption of aggregated camera data Script will not stop 
Conduct aggregation, but 
Does not combine camera data 
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This section describes the list of open source used in the script of this system, and the version and 
license at the time of operation check. 
 

Open source name Version License 
Moviepy 1.0.3 MIT License 
Pysmb 1.2.9.1 Zlib/libpng License 
Python-dateutil 2.8.2 Apache Software License, BSD License 
Tzlocal 4.2 MIT License 
Watchdog 2.3.1 Apache Software License 

 


